Ranchero car

The Ford Ranchero is a coupe utility that was produced by Ford between and Unlike a standard
pickup truck , the Ranchero was adapted from a two-door station wagon platform that
integrated the cab and cargo bed into the body. A total of , units were produced during the
model's production run. The first Ford Model T and Model A pickup trucks were created from
roadsters by placing a pickup box behind the body of a car. In , Ford Australia 's designer Lew
Bandt modified a coupe with a smoothly integrated loadbed that could be used like a car to
drive to church or to deliver pigs to market. This created the coupe utility which remains a
popular body style known as the "ute" in Australia. The Ranchero was the first postwar
American vehicle of its type adapted from a popular sedan from the factory. It combined the
sleek looks of a sedan with the utility of a light-duty pickup truck. Introduced in December ,
three months after the traditional September model year start-up, the Ranchero was based on
the standard and new-for full-sized Ford platform, specifically the short-wheelbase Custom
sedan, two-door Ranch Wagon station wagon , and utilitarian Courier sedan delivery.
Essentially a Courier with an open, reinforced bed, its own unique rear window and integrated
cab and cargo box, the Ranchero was initially offered in two trim levels, and throughout the
model run, was built on the corresponding automobile assembly line, but sold as a truck
through Ford's truck division. An extremely basic standard model was marketed to traditional
pickup truck buyers such as farmers, and the Custom picked up most of the options and
accessories available on the Fairlane line, including stainless steel bodyside mouldings and
two-tone paint. Upscale models were badged both as a Fairlane and Ranchero, with a stylized
representation of a Longhorn as the symbol for the model located on the tailgate. Indeed, print
advertising of the time played on the theme of the American Southwest that the Spanish model
name and Longhorn symbol were meant to evoke, showing artistic representations of the
vehicle being used in ranching and outdoor activities, proclaiming it as "More Than A Car! More
Than A Truck! In Canada, the Ranchero was also available in the Meteor line-up. Seat belts and
padded instrument panels were optional. The version remained largely unchanged under the
skin save for the new front sheet metal shared by the big '58 Ford and inspired by the
Thunderbird [9] and its new four- headlamp arrangement. In , the Ranchero became much
smaller, based on Ford's compact Falcon , specifically the two-door sedan delivery variant. The
popularity of small, economical cars like the Volkswagen Beetle perpetuated a shift in thinking
among the three largest American manufacturers; had the introduction of the Falcon along with
the Chevrolet Corvair and Plymouth Valiant. A pickup version of the Volkswagen Bus and a van
based on the Chevrolet Corvair were offered, as well. The economic recession of the late s also
certainly played a role. Ford believed the market wanted a more practical vehicle, one much
smaller, lighter, and cheaper than a full-sized pickup truck , and indeed the Ranchero sold well
in this incarnation. The two-speed Ford-O-Matic automatic transmission offered between and or
three-speed C4 Cruise-O-Matic could be ordered as could a three-speed manual transmission.
The Ranchero had an lb load capacity. The Ranchero evolved along with the Falcon in ,
becoming just a little larger along with its parent and using the same basic body style for and
The version was a one-year model, when Falcon and Fairlane were redeveloped on the same
basic platform, one which did not include the sedan delivery, as marked the final year of sedan
delivery production. Instead, the Ranchero used Falcon front sheet metal, trim, and interior
accents on a modified station wagon platform although Rancheros made late in the '66 model
year had the same front clip as the Fairlane. Transmissions choices ranged from the C4
three-speed automatic to the three-speed column-shifted manual. The model was marketed
simply as the Ford Ranchero, [15] and did not carry Falcon badges. It was marketed as the
Fairlane Ranchero. This was a well-received and unique one-year vehicle, with clean, straight
lines, dual stacked headlamps, and plenty of power; the Ranchero had entered the muscle car
arena in The '67 also had the largest expansion of trim levels since the vehicle's introduction 10
years prior. In spite of being added to the Fairlane family for , Ford's top performance options
for the Fairlane the GT and the GT-A did not apply to the Ranchero and is a common
misconception that they were available. What did apply to all American cars in was the use of a
dual-circuit braking system with a dual-chambered master cylinder. Increased awareness of
passenger safety resulted in such innovations as safety-padded windshield pillars and an
unusual only safety pad which protruded from the center of the three-spoked steering wheel to
a point just beyond the rim of the steering wheel. It was designed to minimize abdominal
injuries in the event of a collision. Schematic of Ford's and cid engines used in their
automobiles from the early s to s. Interior image of a Ford Ranchero with bench seat and
three-speed shifter on the steering column. In , the Fairlane line was supplemented by the new
Torino , and the Ranchero followed suit, becoming the largest model since the full-sized Overall,
the new Ranchero was not only bigger, but also more angular than before with its more
horizontal grille and horizontal headlamps; Ford and other automakers were making a switch

back to horizontal quad headlamps. Though the four round pods gave the illusion of an
engine-turned dash, viewed from left to right, they instead featured warning lights for coolant
temperature both cold and hot and the left turn signal indicator in the left pod with the
speedometer in the second pod directly in front of the driver. Warning lights for the charging
system and oil pressure, as well as the right turn signal indicator, were located third from the
left. In upscale models, this pod was supplanted by a tachometer. An optional clock filled the
fourth pod; a decorative "clock delete" panel otherwise filled the space. A seat belt warning
light was a new feature, too, lighting briefly in the far left pod whenever the engine was started.
The model line also featured wraparound front side marker lamps which doubled as parking
lights and rear side reflectors, newly mandated by US law for the model year. Three trim levels
were offered, beginning with the sparsely trimmed base Ranchero, the Ranchero trimmed like
the corresponding Fairlane , and the top-of-the line Ranchero GT with its Torino GT trim. Engine
choices began with the cubic inch I6 and ran to several V8 choices, including the standard with
two-barrel carburetor, and the FE-based Two new upmarket engine choices were available, the
Windsor with two- and four-barrel carburetion. The FMX automatic was available with both,
which was a variant of the old Cruise-o-Matic and was offered exclusively with either Changes
across the model line were slight and included a flatter three-piece grille less the horizontal
crossbar and Ford crest, relocation of GT grille badging from the crest to the lower right corner
of the grille as viewed from the front, a change from black-faced instruments with white
numerals to brushed aluminum with black numerals and a slimmer, two-spoke steering wheel
pad similar to those across the Ford product line, unlike the wheel with its broader "safety pad"
and separate horn ring used in the intermediates and compacts. While the pad may have
changed, the horn ring did not. The only change unique to the Ranchero was the relocation of
the "Ranchero" script from the rear quarter panels to the front fenders. A little-known and
extremely rare offering in was the Rio Grande. Available on special order, this was essentially a
GT in the so-called "Grabber" colors of "Wimbledon White", "Poppy Red" or "Calypso Coral",
partially blacked-out hood with scoop, side stripes, bed rails, vinyl top, and unique "Ford
Ranchero Rio Grande" wheel centers. As a result, Rancheros so equipped received Ford's
"Special Performance Vehicle" identification on the data plate regardless of engine choice.
These vehicles may be identified by the aforementioned designation, as well as a blank space
where the trim code would normally be found. Production figures are unclear, but may have
been around total units. At the Detroit motor show in was shown a concept car Ford Scrambler,
some elements of which were used in the next models of Ford Ranchero. While Chevrolet's El
Camino used the same body from to , had a complete restyle for the Ranchero, which had
started with a boxy body style. Both the Torino and Ranchero featured a shallow-pointed grille
and front end with smooth, somewhat more curvaceous lines influenced by coke bottle styling.
A fourth trim option was made available in The Ranchero Squire was an upmarket trim package
which featured a woodgrain applique similar to that found on the Country Squire station wagon.
Also available was a stylish grille that featured hide-away headlamps, as well as an optional
hood with an oversized scoop which was standard on Torino GTs. The is distinguished by a
grille divided by a center section. A minor but nevertheless important variation debuted with the
model. Prior to , no Ranchero had any interior badging identifying it as such. With the model
came a "Ranchero" or "Ranchero GT" badge on the glove compartment rather than Fairlane or
Torino badging. In , a radical change occurred in the Torino and Ranchero lines. The sleek,
pointy look of the previous year's model was replaced with a larger, heavier design. Most
prominent was a wide semioval grille reminiscent of a jet intake and a new body-on-frame
design. Three models were still available; the now-standard , the new Squire with simulated
woodgrain "paneling" along the flanks, and the sporty GT. Engine choices remained basically
the same beginning with the cubic-inch six-cylinder and a selection of V8s that ranged from the
standard to Cleveland and Windsor series s, plus the new-for The series V8 the for ; the for was
still available. However, all suffered from lower compression ratios to better meet new
emissions standards. A four-speed manual transmission was available on Cobra Jet-powered
GT models. The Ranchero had a redesigned front end to meet new federal standards for front
impact protection. Aside from slight cosmetic differences, the Ranchero remained basically the
same until the Torino's final year, With the Torino ending production after , the Ranchero was
restyled in line with the Ford LTD II mid-sized car line which replaced the Torino using the same
platform. The same three models available since were still offered and the Ranchero could be
ordered in quite luxurious form. Although the LTD II-based Ranchero was not produced for
many model years, this body style with stacked rectangular headlamps is among the most
popular among collectors. This generation of Ranchero is often customized by swapping onto it
any front end clip from a â€” Mercury Montego , â€” Mercury Cougar or â€” Ford Thunderbird
which all have interchangeable front end parts that easily bolt into place. Cars were getting

smaller and increasing government restrictions, and requirements on a car-based pickup truck
made such a vehicle less and less attractive from a manufacturing standpoint. Meanwhile,
purpose-designed light trucks had to meet much less stringent requirements for emissions and
fuel economy. Ford saw the way the market was going and decided small light trucks were the
wave of the future, beginning with the Mazda -built Courier pickup. This vehicle would be a
"stepping stone" during which time Ford would develop their homegrown replacement, the
Ranger. Unlike the American version, it was based on the four-door sedan model, keeping the
front part "as is", and knocking down the rear half to make it a light pick-up. The truck was
presented in two versions, the light one with a maximum load capacity of kg lb and the heavy
one with a capacity of kg lb , both with inch wheels and having the latter front disc brake. The
first generation sold very well, and in , exports began to Cuba. Later that year, it became the
best-selling car in Argentina, with a total of , sold between and In , the fourth and final
generation was released and in a diesel model was added to the lineup for the first time, but it
was discontinued as of Production of the fourth-generation Argentine Ranchero ended in
Rancheros are reasonably collectible, though they are nowadays often overlooked in favor of
the later-arriving Chevrolet El Camino , which stayed in production eight more years.
Miniatures, apart from hand-cast resin kits from cottage-industry makers, [21] are rare.
Matchbox produced a Ford Ranchero for the line. Johnny Lightning makes a model, Hot Wheels
made an adult collectible '57 in a limited run. In Hot Wheels produced a '72 Ford Ranchero that
is still in production today. Hot Wheels also introduced in the '65 Ford Ranchero that has a hard
tonneau cover on the bed, and an opening in the hood that reveals the engine beneath. AMT
was responsible for other early dealer promotional models, too, including those of the
aforementioned El Camino. The idea of a car-based pickup remains an attractive one and is an
illustration of how favorable treatment for light trucks over cars by United States regulations
skews the marketplace. Many Ranchero and El Camino owners, indeed, stopped buying new
vehicles when those models were discontinued. Aftermarket conversions of the Fairmont
Futura and Mercury Zephyr Z7 sport coupes to a Ranchero-like " Durango " pickup were sold in
select Ford dealers in the early- to mids. Recently, interest in producing such vehicles again has
grown, including those like the Subaru Baja , essentially an Outback station wagon with a
stubby pickup bed instead of an enclosed cargo area. The Baja, like the Ranchero, is titled in
most American states and Canadian provinces as a commercial vehicle. Until the lates, the
North American market tended to lean towards compact and midsized crew-cab four-door
pickups such as the Ford Explorer Sport Trac and Chevrolet Colorado. However, with the
compact pickups having grown towards midsized and encroaching on base models of more
profitable full-sized pickups, some manufacturers such as Ford and Ram Trucks have
discontinued even their compact and midsized offerings; Ford discontinued the American
Ranger in and originally opted not to sell its global replacement in North America due to being
too close in size and price to the base model Ford F , [22] though did eventually introduce it for
the model year. Production of Falcon sedans and utilities ceased in Australia in From Wikipedia,
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Full-sized â€” Compact â€” Mid-sized â€” Ford Falcon Ford Fairlane. Ford Torino Mercury
Montego. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Ford Ranchero. Pickup truck. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The company was very good give me
all the information I needed on this specific Shavel, and a bunch of other cars that they Satisfied
all my requirements. Very nice and helpful. Sadly the car sold before I could get by to look at it.
Larry was very nice to deal with. Will be watching his dealership for future deals. Prompt
response and very knowledgeable. Unfortunately the vehicle I was intrested in was sold.
However, once Scott knew what I was looking for he was able to send me dozens of similar
vehicles to choose from! Thanks Scott! Dealer was very helpful answering all the questions we
had regarding this truck, and if she couldn't answer right away she got the answers and called
me back. Did a very good job answering my questions and providing the info I needed to make
my decision. I purchased another car thru you. Pam was very helpfull in helping me get the a
car I wanted. They were friendly. Took a while to respond but they did. Seller had already sold
the car. Very responsive dealer that provided me with all the necessary information that I
needed. They were very prompt in responding but since test drives are appointment only, we

are only available on Saturdays. They simply would not accommodate so we are in the process
of purchasing a similar vehicle from a different dealership. Actually glad it went that way
because the truck we are buying has everything we wanted We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. Used Ford Ranchero for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi
75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford Ranchero listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in Chicago
IL. Ford dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in Houston TX. Ford dealers in Los Angeles CA. Ford
dealers in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New York NY. Ford dealers in Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers
in Washington DC. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 8. Browse
Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? View all the options on our Website at: Gateway Classic
Cars is excited to offer this Ford Ranchero. Fully restored from the ground up amd this one is a
true one of a kind! Dealership Showcased. Private Seller. My Dad stopped driving this truck on a
regular basis after he retired in He drove it Welcome to Street Dreams located in the lovey
Fredericksburg, Texas. For more information on this c This Ford Fairlane Ranchero features a
8cyl Gasoline engine. It is equipped with a Automat This Ranchero Is currently owned Big Block
Ranchero Fairlane ! Factory Air! Rust free CA truck! Showing 86k believed actual miles Refine
Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red
cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership.
This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual,
service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner,
33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer.
Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new
staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and
trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are included. One of
approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service records and a
clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary
Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary
EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in
New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to
Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center, head-up
display, and independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one
of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only
38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3.
Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars.
Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal.
Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x.
This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars.
The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The
Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Make Ford. Model Ranchero. A super example of the
hard to find Ranchero! She has been well taken car of thru the years, older restore so she has
some chips and pops here and there. Sold body to work with prime candidate for total restore,
pro- street, or even rat rod!! Windshield nice no cracks in any glass, weatherstripping, seals,
felts new. Inside fresh, nice carpet seats knobs ect. Will not ship but will assist any way
possible. Close to I if helps. Model Falcon. Check out this awesome Ford Falcon Ranchero! Its
in great shape with no major damage, the paint needs a polish and there are one or two spots of
surface rust. It runs and drives great as the engine was rebuilt less than miles ago! It comes
with the 6 cylinder engine and 3 speed automatic transmission. Give us a call at with any
questions! The ranchero has been an iconic vehicle that people have loved for generations. This
one has been done to a very high standard. Yes, you have to be an Alabama fan to like it, but we
know that there a LOT of you out there. Again, the lines on this car otherwise known as a coupe
utility vehicle in today's standards is iconic and a car that you just have to own. If you look at
the paint on this car it is absolutely miles deep between the Crimson and the Pearl it is just
beautiful and works awesome with the lines of the vehicle. Everything is just stunning on this
ride. Even if you are not an Bama fan, you need to appreciate the work that went into this

vehicle. The interior obviously carries on the bama theme, but just like the outside, has been
done to a high standard. The custom seats are as comfortable as they come. Once you slide in
to those seats, set that tilt wheel where you want it, adjust your mirrors and turn the key and see
that digital dash light up like a Christmas tree. Then you know you are ready to make this animal
come to life. So, what do you do next? You hit the start button between the power window
switches in the custom center console and you bring this baby to life. The minute that you do,
you will know that you are dealing with something well built and serious here. Under the hood
sits a that has been. Everything has been done to this motor. You have a fast throttle body fuel
injection system in it so you have all the modern driving ability in an old car. The cool thing is
that this is a Ford in a Ford. In a world of it just being easier to throw a crate motor in a car
because it is cheaper, this one has it's own brand between the fenders. We could go on and on
about this ride and just how cool it is. It has been built right from tip to tail and from top to
bottom. If you are a bama fan, then you need to own this car today. We offer classic car
financing for those that would be interested in the option. It allows you to get the car of your
dreams with great terms and rates, and pay it off when you want to. We look forward to
speaking with you soon, and making you the newest member of the Just Toys Classic Cars
family. Full picture profile can be viewed at justtoysclassiccars. This was brought from
California just a year ago and completely restored. This car has had many NEW and rebuilt parts
in the restoration. Car is located in Florida but very dependable and can be driven to it's new
home, or i can help with shipping. It has just 22, miles and runs and looks great! If you have an
questions don't hesitate to ask! Everything Works! I have many many hours in getting
everything working before putting this up on eBay. I have replaced: I rebuilt the Generator with
new Armature, bearings and brushes. Why am I selling? All of which I sold to other eBay folks.
It's a head turner. A couple of questions that were asked of me. Car is located in Wichita, Ks. I
can help load the car on a trailer. Vehicle is sold as is. Thank you for looking. Runs fantastic. Ive
owned the car for a little over 2 years and just cant keep up with the upkeep as its currently my
daily driver. Its just not a practical car for the city. I love the car and have taken very good care
of it and hate to see it go. Just something I need to do at this time. I know the original owner and
he wanted it to go to a good home when he sold it to me and Id like it to go to one as well. The
car doesnt have a stereo system but if thats what keeps you from buying a classic then you
dont need one. Absolutely no rust on this car that hasnt been cut out and replaced with new
material. No bondo replacement at all. I have no means of transporting the car. Buyer will have
to arrange that. Model E-Series Van. Probably not safe to drive without some minor work to
make sure the brakes work, replace the tires, likely needs fuel tank clean-out, oil change, diff
fluid change, etc. Some very minor body work needed, but it's overall pretty rust-free. It had
some cracks in the filler material at one time so I immediately sanded it down and painted it to
prevent rusting. The new carb is auto-choke, but the old one is a manual chock using a cable
from the front of the dog house. The choke cabling is still in place, so it will easily take the
original carb once rebuilt. One for the doors, one for the ignition. Includes an owner's manual
purchased about 15 years ago as well. Title is free and clear from the state of Colorado. Sold
as-is. No warranties, no returns, no reimbursements, no exceptions. Listed price is firm!! No
exceptions! You must pick up from my home in Oregon -- I will not ship or deliver under any
circumstances. I have owned this van for about 28 years. I had always planned to restore it, but
never found the time, skill, or money. Sadly it is time to let it go now. It needs a good home
where someone will give it the care it needs and deserves! I love this old van. It is a blast to
drive since you sit slightly ahead of the front wheels. This makes the front seat ride incredibly
smooth. The angle of the steering wheel makes it feel like a big city bus too. It is not quick by
any means, but gets you from point A to point B. It has been basically untouched for many
years now. I used to run it every couple of months, sometimes in place and sometimes I'd drive
it around the neighborhood, but it has been sitting in its current spot for about 5 years now.
That's what told me it is time to let it go! Repairs over the years include: new radiator, new
muffler currently has a Cherry Bomb--it sounds really cool on the old I-6! Please keep in mind
these repairs have taken place over 28 years, so I'd stop short of using the term "recent"! It was
last registered in approximately Once it is roadworthy and when you register it, you may want to
do a little work to get the recorded name changed from Station Bus to Econoline or similar.
Twice I have been pulled over by the police because the word "station" was in the registration
notes they can see, and they assumed it meant station wagon. It is clearly not a station wagon
but a van, so they did their jobs a little too well and pulled me over to confirm I didn't have
stolen license plates. Ford put out several Falcon branded vehicles in the 60's including the
sedan, Ranchero style truck, truck with a van front-end Econoline truck , and this
Econoline-based version. The Econoline "line" has several variants in and of itself which I can
no longer recite from memory, but Google can tell you the whole story. Sorry about the pictures

too--they don't show the rear or driver's side very well due to its position in my garage. Trust me
when I tell you they are both in similar condition to the sides you can see in the pictures.
Oh--and I will clear out the junk inside it too, so don't worry about having to deal with that. In
case you're wondering what kind of crazy you're dealing with: we live in the woods so the golf
clubs in the interior picture are suspended to keep the mice out of the bag. I'm happy to
respond as long as we don't get into dozens of emails back and forth. Thanks for looking! Was
lightly rest-modified in Estimated milage is 18, as the previous owner only drove it on the
occasional weekend drive across town to vi
5610 new holland
chrysler pacifica repair manual
1999 harley davidson sportster 1200 custom
sit his grandmother. Engine and transmission work well. I am not sure if it has the or inline 6
motor. Some more restoration could make it look more complete. It gets people's attention
everywhere I go. Enjoy an old California vehicle, a piece of Americara! Up for sale is a Ford
Falcon Ranchero. Rust free Arizona Car with original striaght 6 recent overhaul 3 speed
transmission. Fresh detail and ready to enjoy. Elk Grove, CA. Dallas, OR. Martinsburg, WV.
North Kingstown, RI. Collegedale, TN. Gervais, OR. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully
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